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MIGRANT SMUGGLING AND
THE SOCIAL ORGANISATION OF CROSS-BORDER MOBILITY

Luca Raineri

Introducing migrant smuggling: inaccurate framings, wrong approaches, self-fulfilling prophecies

Although the phenomenon of migrant smuggling has a long history (Wokeck, 1999), the lack of conceptual clarity and methodological rigour have long inhibited the emergence of a scientific field of inquiry on the subject. Since its inception, the criminological perspective has remained dominant (Van Liempt and Sersli, 2012). The theoretical assumptions and normative concerns of law enforcement have shaped the conceptualisations of, and responses to, migrant smuggling. The tendency to look at migrant smuggling more as a pathology than as a social phenomenon has thus long influenced the foundational research questions – and answers – of migrant smuggling research, including about the identities of smugglers and smuggled individuals, their modes of organisation, the drivers of their actions, and the most appropriate policy responses.

This chapter engages in a brief reconstruction of this genealogy. It contrasts early conceptualisations and related popular beliefs on migrant smuggling with recent approaches and findings, which offer a more nuanced and complex view of the phenomenon. It argues that the growing availability of rigorous and empirically-rich studies has contributed to questioning the analytical purchase of institutionalist and neo-institutionalist perspectives on migrant smuggling and crime (Kleemans, 2014), highlighting instead the explanatory value of the network theory, with its emphasis on social capital and ties. Policy approaches built on unconfirmed assumptions may have contributed to rehabilitating past views, making the criminalisation of migrant smuggling a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The predominance of law enforcement concerns and criminological lenses in the apprehension of migrant smuggling transpires from the early studies on the phenomenon commissioned by international organisations (IOM, 1994; UNODC, 2011a) to the more recent iterations of a so-called “crisis” of migrant smuggling and irregular migration in Europe (EUROPOL, 2016). Seminal studies have struggled to disentangle migrant smuggling and its distinctive features from other forms of irregular migration, including most notably human trafficking (ILO, 1975; Salt, 2000; Kyle and Koslowski, 2001; Tailby, 2001). The adoption of the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air – commonly referred to as the Smuggling of Migrants Protocol – supplementing the 2000 UN Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime (UNCTOC), has supplied an authoritative and clear-cut definition of migrant smuggling, enabling the comparative analysis of a phenomenon that by its very nature straddles national borders. It has also contributed, however, to framing, from the outset, migrant smuggling as a matter of law enforcement, associated with transnational organised crime.

As a result, policy and scholarly discourses on migrant smuggling have an in-built tendency to reiterate the analytical grids and normative standpoint of criminological perspectives. This stands out clearly in at least two domains, which the chapter investigates critically: the economic analogy of migrant smuggling’s drivers and modes of organisation; and the security emphasis of response strategies.

Migrant smuggling is often framed as an economic activity (a “business,” “market,” or “industry”) where the lack of legal protection enables smugglers to resort to exploitative and predatory practices (Salt and Stein, 1997; Aronowitz, 2001; Schloenhardt, 2002). This stands in contrast with the posited passivity and victimhood of migrants. The neoliberal analogy between transnational smuggling networks and transnational corporations operating in the legal economy has reinforced the understanding that migrant smuggling is carried out by centralised organisations exercising a hierarchical command and control over a variety of profit-making criminal activities, including the trafficking of women, weapons and drugs. Studies informed by this intellectual scaffolding often strive to obtain accurate figures of the cash flows of the criminal organisations allegedly implicated in migrant smuggling, with a view to dissecting their “business model” (Salt and Stein, 1997; UNODC, 2011a; Reitano and Tinti, 2015). This endeavour somehow reproduces the ambition to attach “memorable numbers” to the estimated profits of criminal organisations, so as to catalyse media attention and political action (Andreas, 2010). Engaging in this direction, a comprehensive retrospective report by UNODC (2011a) cited – without much distancing – the figures of migrant smuggling’s estimated profits put forward by early scholarship (all of them reported in Salt and Stein, 1997), ranging from $3 billion along the China – US route, to a global annual income of $5-7 billion. Were this economic power converted into political influence and military might, the standard argument goes, criminal organisations emboldened by smuggling profits, including those of migration, could pose an unprecedented challenge to international stability (Naim, 2012).

The sensation of the imminence of a threat has thus contributed to justifying the mobilisation of considerable resources to stem irregular migration and smuggling. With organised crime depicted as the new Evil Empire, the post-Cold war transition from a warfare to a crimefare posture by Western countries (for the US: see Andreas and Price, 2001; for the EU: see Stambol, 2019) has paved the way to the militarisation of the response to migrant smuggling. Illustrations of this are not in short supply, whether at the US-Mexico border (Nuñez-Neto, Siskin and Viña, 2005), in Australia (Schloenhardt, 2003; Weber and Grewcock, 2011), or in the EU (Lutterbeck, 2006; Akkerman, 2017). Fuelling the oft-noticed securitisation of migration and smuggling (Buzan, 1991; Galemba, 2018), declarations of a war against migrant smuggling (Raineri and Strazzari, 2021) have been accompanied by the deployment of the arsenal previously tested on the war on drugs (Horwood, 2019), with its focus on enhanced border controls, law enforcement cooperation, and supply eradication.

In the last years, however, the proliferation of critical perspectives, scientific research designs and empirically-rich studies on migrant smuggling increasingly has questioned the underlying assumptions of the criminological approach, leading to the conclusion that the alleged link between migrant smuggling and organised criminal syndicates is poorly substantiated. The subsequent sections of the chapter build on these research developments to show that the prevailing mode of organisation of irregular cross-border mobility is characterised less by
hierarchical top-down arrangements, than by loose horizontal networks, in which criminal syndicates typically play a marginal role. This leads us to interrogate the conditions that enable the coordination of migrants and smugglers, in the absence of an over-arching regulation and enforcement: mitigating the behaviouralist over-emphasis on profit-maximisation, the network theory highlights that social capital, social ties and social embeddedness help explain the trajectories and choices of the actors involved in migrant smuggling. In this framework, law enforcement measures and securitised approaches appear more effective in reshaping than in disrupting migrant smuggling: by severing cross-border social networks, they paradoxically incentivise the provision of protection by criminal organisations. This observation has led scholars to argue that the criminalisation of migrant smuggling may be seen as a iatrogenic effect of misguided militarised responses.

Emerging evidence on migrant smuggling worldwide: from centralised syndicates to horizontal networks

Focusing on a variety of geographic areas and investigating different smuggling networks, an increasing amount of literature is putting forward the idea that the organisation of migrant smuggling is, in the largest majority of the cases, less akin to a top-down hierarchical pyramid than to a horizontal network characterised by loose and opportunistic affiliations. Rather than orchestrated by a criminal mastermind pulling the strings behind the scenes, as (neo-)institutionalist criminological approaches would have it, migrant smuggling appears to be the result of the complex interactions of large numbers of smaller, flexible actors efficient at organising piecemeal and ad hoc activities while retaining a relative degree of independence and proactiveness (Baird and Van Liempt, 2016). Within this context, solidarity and trust emerge as key features of the relationship between smugglers and smuggled migrants much more often than previously imagined. An overview of the recent findings of migrant smuggling research across the world contributes to corroborating this view.

Migrant smuggling from China to the US has been associated regularly with organised crime and the traditional triad societies (Robertson, 1977). In recent years, however, the growing availability of fine-grained, multi-sited ethnography has enabled a much more granular understanding, suggesting that migrant smuggling from China to the US is largely dominated by small groups of freelance entrepreneurs who build their own networks independently, often on the basis of their previous social interactions. This has prompted the conclusion that Chinese migrant smuggling organisations “are made up of decentralized associations of criminals of diverse backgrounds, and the relationships among core members are mostly horizontal” (Zhang and Chin, 2002, p. 759), with no single organization monopolising or centralising the sector (Chin, 1999; Zhang, 2008; Zhang and Chin, 2003).

Studies looking at the smuggling of migrants into the US from the Mexican border has led to very similar conclusions. Spener (2009) has noted that local smugglers are poorly organised, with no evidence of market monopolisation by a single group. Sanchez reiterates the same observation, arguing that there is no evidence of “the existence of a single, centralised, power providing operational or logistical support in any of the smuggling groups identified” (Sanchez, 2015, p. 44). Izcara Palacios (2014) has highlighted that the resort to violence is infrequent among competing smuggling groups. This may be seen as the result of kinship ties and links of reciprocity shaping the migrant smuggling “market” (Sanchez, 2017).

The research findings about the organisation of migrant smuggling to the EU are consistent with this picture. Examining the role of Chinese organisations in the smuggling of migrants via the Netherlands, Soudijn (2006) and Kleemans (2007; see also Soudijn and Kleemans, 2009)
have found no evidence of a centralised organisation, and argue that a plurality of actors coexist, while competition among them is regulated less by the resort to violence than by reputation-building measures. Looking at Belgium, Kaizen and Nønneman (2007) have recognised the importance of kinship and ethnic ties in the articulation of migrant smuggling, arguing that smugglers operate in small groups characterised by cellular structures and opportunistic business partnerships. In Poland, Okolski (2000) has noted that migrant smuggling operations exhibit limited engagement by the Russian mafia.

Studies focusing on migrant smuggling across the Middle East, and especially Turkey, have led to similar observations. Demir, Sever and Kahya (2017) note the absence of an “international umbrella organization” with “branches in several countries,” arguing instead that migrant smuggling is based on “loosely connected” groups with limited if any internal hierarchy, that “communicate and cooperate […] horizontally” across the different stages of the process (Demir Sever and Kahya, 2017, pp. 384–385; see also Campana, 2020). Case studies focusing on Turkey-based organisations smuggling migrants from Syria (Achilli, 2018), Iran and Iraq (Içduygü and Toktas, 2002; Içduygü, 2018) corroborate the same findings, noting that smugglers operate independently along a small part of a larger chain with no centralised organisation or oversight.

Studies focusing on Africa, too, have further confirmed the emerging general conclusion that small-scale coordination on a case-by-case basis, rather than central oversight by hierarchical criminal syndicates, is the prevalent mode of organisation of transnational migrant smuggling. In Libya, this was the case during the Gaddafi regime (Pastore, Monzini and Sciortino, 2006). Interestingly, the fall of the authoritarian ruler and the rise of a patchwork of armed groups and militias does not appear to have changed the picture radically (Campana, 2018; Sanchez, 2020). “The presence of kingpins who can exert monopolistic control over a certain route,” while frequently aired in media and policy discourses, remains strongly disputed and poorly corroborated by convincing evidence (Campana, 2018, p. 493). In a similar vein, researches on West Africa have noted that in this region, too, migrant smuggling is fragmented, and depends more on individual initiatives, ‘homespun’ organisational arrangements, and small-scale negotiations than on an integrated chain of professional services deployed internationally and centralised vertically (UNODC, 2011b; Benattia, Armitano and Robinson, 2015). In Niger, where migratory flows directed to Libya and Europe have soared considerably since 2014, smuggling remains dominated by “small-scale low-investment activities” featuring “rather fragmented and uncoordinated chains of actors” (Brachet, 2018, p. 29), while the dynamics of market competition – essentially non-violent in nature – witness to the absence of a consolidated criminal monopoly (Raineri, 2018).

The migratory route from the Horn of Africa may represent a possible exception to this trend. Here, studies commissioned or carried out by think tanks, international organisations and law enforcement agencies contend that hierarchically structured criminal cartels are able to coordinate the shipping of migrants from Eritrea to Europe via Libya (Sahan/IGAD, 2016; UNHCR, 2019). Recent scholarly work, however, has questioned this view. Emerging evidence from ethnographic immersion (Ayalew Mengiste, 2018) and social network analysis (Campana, 2018) suggests that the modus operandi of migrant smuggling from the Horn of Africa to Europe remains highly fragmented. The resort to sophisticated organisational arrangements, which has also been noted, coexists with a high degree of social embeddedness and permeability of smuggling networks operating along this route.

One could be tempted to argue that the over-reliance on bottom-up research designs may have contributed to distorting these findings. After all, ethnographic methods generally provide access to the perceptions of smuggled migrants and low-level smugglers who, even if
well-intentioned and transparent, may be simply unaware of the functioning of the higher, more secretive echelons of the organisations that empower and shape their activities (a similar position surfaces, for instance, in Malakooti, 2016). The reality seems to be exactly the opposite though. Data access limitations have concurred to cement the hegemony of the criminological approach to the study of migrant smuggling. As a result of the difficulties in observing, measuring, and gathering reliable data on an inherently opaque activity (Koser, 2009; McAuliffe and Laczo, 2016), studies on migrant smuggling have long been shaped by law enforcement who (claim to) have first-hand information, as UNODC has also recognized (UNODC, 2011a). Ethnographic research on migrant smuggling has contributed to eroding this informational bias. Interestingly, subsequent studies drawing on alternative, non-ethnographic methods of data collection and analysis – such as judicial sources, regression analysis of wiretapping metadata, content analysis of wiretapping records and social network analysis (SNA) – have corroborated the same conclusions (Soudijn and Kleemans, 2009; Webb and Burrows, 2009; Leman and Janssens, 2011; Demir, Sever and Kahya, 2017; Campana, 2018). This proliferation points to an emerging consensus that the involvement of hierarchically structured criminal syndicates in the organisation of migrant smuggling is tenuous at best.

Scholars have put forward a plausible explanation of this seeming anomaly. Arguably, traditional criminal organisations excel at those racketeering activities in which territorial control can be exploited, such as gambling, prostitution and protection (Paoli, 2003). Being geographically constrained in their own turf, however, they are ill-equipped to meet the fluid demands of a multi-sited, transnational market, such as migrant smuggling. This is what Zhang and Chin (2002, 2003) call the structural deficiency of traditional criminal cartels. Nevertheless, as the subsequent sections suggest, law enforcement measures to curtail (the supply side of) human smuggling can incentivise the demand for the protection of informal transactions, thereby creating a fertile ground for organised criminal groups to step back in.

**Migrant smuggling and network theory**

Building on the above, it is safe to conclude that research findings do not uphold the narrative of migrant smuggling as organised by tentacular crime syndicates structured hierarchically and able to generate (criminal) economies of scale by ensuring central oversight to the transnational shipping of migrants from their home village to their countries of destination. To the contrary, migrant smuggling is typically facilitated by networks organised horizontally, featuring multiple affiliations and limited geographic reach. Migrants typically negotiate their shipment through every single leg of their journey with a variety of different providers of smuggling services, who generally act as freelance entrepreneurs and do not report to a higher-level hierarchy belonging to a single, unitary, criminal organisation. This is not to imply that all social organisation and hierarchy is entirely absent from migrant smuggling. Proponents of the network theory acknowledge that smugglers do retain different levels of influence, but this is more the result of their capacity to connect a variety of networks and bridge a diversity of social environments than of any pre-given organisational hierarchy (Kleemans, 2007; Campana, 2018). In other words, it is less a matter of top-down dominance from a vertical perspective, than of central strategic positioning from a horizontal perspective.

Within this framework, the network theory opens up the questions of how migrants and smugglers establish connections, and negotiate their agreements. On the one hand, in fact, the availability of a plurality of providers of smuggling opportunities, rather than of a single violent monopolist, enables migrants to exercise a much greater degree of autonomy and agency (Van Liempt and Doomernik, 2006; Sanchez, 2020). It becomes apparent that in many cases migrants
choose their own smugglers, building on the feedback collected from common acquaintances or online (Campana, 2020). While the exploitation of naivety and need make scams far from infrequent, increasing access to social media technology contributes to reducing informational asymmetry. On the other hand, trust between migrants and smugglers is of extreme importance (Kleemans, 2007; Golovko, 2018; Sanchez, 2018). This is in line with the findings of an emerging ethnographic literature on criminal networks in general (Nordstrom, 2007), and contributes to questioning the standard assumption held by an influential tradition of political science – from Hobbes to Weber – arguing that transactions taking place beyond state regulation are bound to generate anarchy, violence and ultimately social disintegration. The observation, often reported, that migrants typically trust smugglers more than the law enforcement apparatuses tasked with fighting them (see for instance Golovko, 2018) highlights that this may not be always the case. In other words, the network theory shifts the focus away from the overemphasis on economic capital – whether that spent by migrants or raised by profit-seeking criminal organisations – to the social capital as a key variable to explain the trajectories, dynamics and organisation of migrant smuggling.

From this perspective, pre-existing bonds between smugglers and migrants often provide an asset to leverage social capital and minimise uncertainty and risk. The literature offers ample illustration of how family networks account for a key enabler of migration, including irregular migration and smuggling (Staring, 2004; Bilger, Hofmann and Jandl, 2006; Zhang, 2008). Increasingly, available scholarship has highlighted that migrant smugglers frequently share the same social and ethnic background as the migrants being smuggled (Neske, 2006; Soudijn, 2006; Majidi, 2018; Stone-Cadena and Álvarez Velasco 2018). Coming from impoverished communities, smugglers choose their “career” less out of greed than lack of alternatives, with migrant smuggling often complementing other sources of income (Sanchez, 2020). As a result, smugglers often share the same milieu and concerns as the migrants, leading to a blurring of the lines between the two categories.

The focus on the motivations and the recognition of the common social and moral standpoint that often ties smugglers and migrants together has also helped debunk the myth of a normative polarisation between, respectively, ruthless predators and naïve victims. To be sure, abuses and scams are not uncommon in migrant smuggling, but their exhibition and media overemphasis – often with sensationalistic tones – has all too often led us to overlook the positive interactions that are frequent between migrants and smugglers. There is no shortage of reports highlighting the “morality” of smugglers, who can come to be seen as “saviours” by migrants left with few alternatives (Pastore, Monzini and Sciortino, 2006; Van Liempt, 2007; Tinti and Reitano, 2016; Achilli, 2018; Ayalew Mengiste, 2018). At the same time, smugglers often see themselves as honest providers of a service that meets an exogenously given social demand of mobility, which is constrained by legislations widely held as unjust and unfair (Golovko, 2018; Mannocchi, 2019). Altruistic motivations often compound profit-seeking, making the interactions between smugglers and migrants irreducible to an economic rationality calculus. As Sanchez (2020, p. 22) has observed, “[smuggling] fees are often dependent of negotiations, community obligations, moral duty and other forms of reciprocity that go beyond financial values or returns, and are hardly ever the same, even for migrants traveling together or following the same trajectory.”

These observations highlight that the research on migrant smuggling is in line with the overall conceptualisation of the ‘criminal’ world that is emerging from recent studies; i.e., that crime is not separate from, but deeply interwoven into the texture of ordinary social life and entangled in everyday intercourses, where criminal contacts intermesh with habitual social patterns (Kleemans and Van de Bunt, 1999; Hudson, 2014; Baird and Van Liempt, 2016).
the same vein, smugglers are in most cases more accurately described as ordinary citizens partially engaging in extralegal activities, than as professional gangsters segregated in a secretive criminal underworld.

Anti-smuggling policies: the iatrogenic effects of disrupting networks

The concept of “criminal iatrogenesis” was introduced to describe cases in which anti-criminal policies ended up fuelling, rather than curbing, criminal activities and organisations, prompting the observation that the cure prescribed to fight crime proved worse than the disease (Cohen, 1988; see also Brenner, 2021, in this volume). In its early iterations, criminal iatrogenesis referred mostly to the ‘unintended consequences’ or ‘collateral damage’ produced by the US “war on drugs.” The questionable results of the latter have not prevented the revamping of some of its measures in the framework of an emerging war on migrant smuggling (Horwood, 2019), including an almost exclusive focus on (the curtailment of) the supply side of smuggling activities. Concurring with this view, scholars have highlighted the iatrogenic effects of the policies designed to fight migrant smuggling in Australia (Weber and Grewcock, 2011) and Europe (Stambol, 2019), spilling over to, respectively, south-east Asia and Africa.

Across a multiplicity of different country cases, in fact, common features emerge from the analysis of the strategies, policies and measures adopted to respond to, and fight against, migrant smuggling. These typically include: a restriction of the visa regime for unregulated border crossing; a criminalisation of migrant smuggling, including the adoption of harsh penalties for smuggling-related offences; enhanced border protection, often with the use of military assets; the externalisation of border controls to countries of origin and transit of migratory flows, including the creation of buffer zones; the use of transit camps and off-shore processing; the declaration of a war against migrant smuggling and trafficking (often conflated), framed as part of a broader fight against terrorism and transnational organised crime; and the strengthening of law enforcement cooperation with countries of transit and origin of migrants (Weber and Grewcock, 2011).

The extent to which these measures have proved successful in curbing migrant smuggling worldwide remains highly questionable. At the same time, evidence from different regions is piling up to suggest that such anti-smuggling policies have often resulted in the organisational restructuring of migrant smuggling, prompting a progressive replacement of small-scale, ‘homespun’ networks with larger, more sophisticated criminal organisations (UNODC 2011a, 2018). The latter are in fact better equipped for circumventing stricter border controls and forging the high-level partnerships required to condone illicit activities, owing to their greater economic resources and skilful use of organised violence. The rising entry barrier in the illegal(-ised) market of migrant smuggling is therefore credited for pushing towards greater criminal professionalisation while at the same time driving smaller operators out of the market. Furthermore, the disruption of small-scale migrant smuggling networks that is prompted by anti-smuggling law enforcement measures contributes to severing the “chain of trust” and personalised ties that make the infrastructure of cross-border mobility (Van Liempt, 2007). This can fuel a demand for the protection and enforcement (armed, if need be) of risky but profitable extralegal transactions, which mafia-like organisations present in the territory may be eager to meet with a view to expanding their protection rackets. Key brokers of transnational smuggling networks are thus absorbed, more or less willingly, within organised criminal structures consolidating beyond borders and confined localities (Morselli, 2009).

There is no shortage of reports documenting these dynamics. The rising stakes of well-structured criminal and armed groups in the organisation and protection of migrant smuggling
has been noted in a variety of contexts, including the Caribbean (Kyle and Scarcelli, 2009), Libya (Stock, 2017; Campana, 2018), and Sudan (Tubiana, Warin and Saeneen 2018), to name but a few. As this phenomenon appears correlated to the strengthening of transnational law enforcement efforts against migrant smuggling, critical observers have argued that anti-smuggling policies have counterintuitively contributed to “manufacturing smugglers” (Brachet, 2018).

These observations, however, should not lead one to overlook the important analytical distinction between smuggling and protection providers. Drawing on the ideal-types introduced by Tilly’s (1985) historical sociology, smugglers refer to the actors that facilitate the cross-border clandestine shipment of people and goods to make profit. Protection providers, instead, are seldom involved in the actual delivery of smuggling services, and limit themselves to controlling the territory where migrant smuggling takes place. In exchange, they extract (or extort) a cut of the revenues from smugglers operating in ‘their’ territory – which may be substantial, as Sanchez (2020) suggests. The relationships between smugglers and criminal organisations engaged in the protection of criminal activities can range from cooperation to rivalry. Smugglers can benefit from the weak territorial control that criminal organisations contribute to, but they can also resent a situation of unpredictability and unwanted attention. In some cases, “organised crime groups involved in protection might recruit former smugglers to help them levy the protection tax because of their knowledge of the routes, and their ability to detect other smugglers” (Campana, 2020). In other cases, criminal protectors can coerce smugglers into partnerships through extortion, for instance, by kidnapping migrants in transit and asking a ransom to the smugglers for their liberation, as observed in Libya, Mali and Mexico (Spener, 2009; Izcara Palacios, 2014; Malakooti, 2019).

The entrance of armed criminal organisations into the migrant smuggling “business” frequently leads to an escalation of exploitation and abusive practices vis-à-vis migrants. Numerous reports by UN agencies and NGOs provide ample illustration of this (UNSMIL and OHCHR, 2016; Testa, 2019; UNHCR, 2019). The borders between migrant smuggling and trafficking are thus subject to erosion (Reitano et al. 2018). On the one hand, this further highlights the iatro genesis of policies that are often designed, at least on paper, to serve humanitarian purposes such as “saving lives”: this was, for instance, the stated priority number one of the EU Agenda on Migration issued in the aftermath of the shipwreck off the shore of the island of Lampedusa that killed more than 800 people. On the other hand, there is a surprising – and somewhat disturbing – lack of evidence that safety and risk concerns, even if backed by reliable information, significantly can influence the preferences of migrants and prospective migrants resorting to smuggling. Recent reports (Raineri and Golovko, 2019) note that migrants often leave their countries of origin in spite of being reportedly aware of the risks that await them on the road, suggesting that, with the disruption of smuggling networks and “chains of trust,” accessibility, affordability and (poor) law enforcement have become the key determinants of irregular migration’s routes, modalities and destinations.

**Conclusion**

The criminalisation of migrant smuggling may be seen as a self-fulfilling prophecy. The concept of migrant smuggling was immediately incorporated in the semantic field of organised crime when it was originally disentangled from the cognate notions of human trafficking and irregular migration. The growing availability of scholarly works and empirically-informed studies, however, has contributed to dispelling the early image of migrant smuggling as organised by tentacular crime syndicates structured vertically and stretched transnationally. A different theory
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has progressively made its way, one that investigates migrant smuggling by stressing the significance of ad-hoc partnerships over rigid affiliations, of social capital over economic capital, of agency over coercion, of social embeddedness over seclusion, of normality over exceptionality, and most importantly, of horizontal networks over top-down hierarchies.

However, the transnational diffusion of measures to combat migrant smuggling has contributed to prompting a transformation of the phenomenon. By disrupting of the “chain of trust” that typically provides the infrastructure of migrant smuggling, unscrupulous law enforcement measures have in many cases paved the way to the entrance of criminal syndicates in a sector where they used to be marginal. The iatrogenic effect of anti-smuggling policies thus turns the arrow of causality between “threat” and response on its head, making organised crime infiltration less the cause of anti-smuggling law enforcement measures, than the consequence. This should not lead one to underwrite the conflation of migrant smuggling and organised crime, that media and policy discourses tend to depict. Criminal and armed cartels are only infrequently involved in the actual organisation of migrants’ cross-border journeys. More often, they prey on smugglers and migrants alike by upholding a protection racket of migrant smuggling unfolding in ‘their’ territories.

For all these reasons, it seems fair to conclude that – in the field of migration – the very notion of “smuggler” is problematic and calls for some degree of critical distancing. Its connotation has become too politically charged to claim a degree of neutrality suitable for scientific investigation. At the same time, its denotation runs the risk of being empirically empty. Ethnographic research has demonstrated that one can hardly encounter “smugglers” on the ground, as both migrants and the facilitators of migrant smuggling use a variety of different concepts, such as “passeurs” in francophone West Africa (Brachet, 2018), “connection men” in anglophone Africa (Lucht, 2012), “snakeheads” in China (Chin, 1999; Zhang, 2008), “coyotes” in Latin America (Spener, 2009; Stone-Cadena and Álvarez Velasco, 2018), as well as other terms depending on the context. This proliferation points to a research agenda that, aware of its own positioning in a field of struggle, avoids oversimplifying the reality with conceptual shortcuts that are potentially misleading, and engages instead in a careful, detailed, fine-grained mapping of a social phenomenon characterised by a huge degree of variation that it would be unscrupulous to gloss over.
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